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Why you need this:
• You constantly encounter
data entry errors due to
the re-entry of customer
information for shipping
• You rifle through reports
to locate shipment status
• You need instant shipping status to update a
client
• Your want to “track” an
order with UPS or FedEx
• You want to print an invoice with shipping costs
and tracking numbers
• You need to hand ship
orders and want

BSOFT INTEGRATORS

BSI Live Shipping
Current Shipping Status for Any Order in Sage BusinessWorks
BSoft’s Order Shipping Terminal
gives you “up-to-date” customer
order status from any computer
within your company.

Single point customer data
entry, once the sales department has entered the customer
information, the shipping department simply types in the sales
order number to retrieve all of
the customer data needed to process the shipment and print a shipping label

A customer calls wanting
to know the status of their
order! Open Live Price’s order
Ken Phillips
Phone: (916) 787-1571
or
1 (877) 439-0975
Fax: (916) 244-0158

Tracking a shipment’s
progress through Order Shipping Terminal is as easy as one,
two, three. You just look up
the customer (as previously
depicted), double click on
the tracking number, automatically connecting to the
appropriate website; UPS or
FedEx. Once you are on the
website, agree to the terms,
past the tracking number
and instantly access precise
order information such as; where
in transit, If delivered, when, who
signed for it, etc. There is no
easier way!

Hand Shipping Option!
BSI give s you a way to hand enter
shipping information from carri-

display, lookup the customer , PO, or sales order
number , shipment status,
and a date. You get a comprehensive shipping report
complete with all of the
necessary order information, including a UPS or

ers that cannot be interfaced
with. One button, a few seconds
and you’re done!

Invoices with shipping &
tracking information! BSI
Live Shipping gives you the option to adjust an invoice; to add
shipping costs and reprint and
email the invoice with the tracking number and shipping costs
displayed!

Additional Feature! BSI
Live Shipping has a service map
feature that allows you to covert
your freight terminology to the
freight carrier’s terminology for
import purposes!

FedEx tracking number!
531 Oak Street, Suite #5
Roseville, CA 95678

CHALLENGE
sales@bsoftintegrators.com
www.BSoftIntegrators.com

Efficiently and effectively access,
manage, and communicate customer shipment status. Include
tracking numbers on customer
documents.

SOLUTION
Install BSoft’s BSI Live Shipping

RESULTS
Instant access to Customer shipment status., reduced data entry
errors, and invoice reprint with
shipping data

